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February 18, 2021 

Evan Spiegel  
Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer  
Snap Inc. 
63 Market Street 
Venice, CA  90291-3603 
 

Re: Snapchat to remain on the 2021 Dirty Dozen Watchlist  
  
Dear Mr. Spiegel,  

We’d like to express our gratitude to Snapchat for recently 
implementing our recommended “cold start” feature in order to limit 
the excessive amount of sexually graphic material available to young 
users on Discover. While we are still finding hypersexualized stories 
and the promotion of risky sexual behavior (e.g., polyamorous 
relationships) the amount has reduced substantially since earlier this 
fall. We also applaud you for defaulting several safety settings for 
minors when accounts are set up - especially setting “Contact Me” to 
“My Friends” and turning on Ghost Mode. Given the significant 
percentage of Snapchat’s users that are minors, these changes have 
the potential to improve the well-being and safety of millions of 
youth – both in the immediate and long-term. 

Unfortunately, we still hear from other online safety experts, the 
survivors with whom we work, and from many concerned families 
that Snapchat is still frequently used to sexually exploit and objectify 
individuals, serve as a method for sextortion and sextingi, and 
continues to be used by sex traffickers as a tool to sell children and 
adults for sex.ii Snapchat’s response is insufficient both in scope 
and urgency given the immense harm your platform is 
facilitating.  

As you know, the National Center on Sexual Exploitation featured 
Snapchat on our annual Dirty Dozen List in 2018 and on the 
Watchlist for 2019 and 2020. Given the incredible popularity of 
Snapchat among teens, your company has a serious social 
responsibility to prioritize creating a safe environment for youth. 
In today’s culture, where sexual harassment and assault are rampant 
(and growing rapidly during COVID-19), corporations such 
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as Snapchat have a renewed responsibility to refrain from normalizing or promoting material that promotes 
sexual exploitation. Despite pressure to do so from our network, we will not yet elevate Snapchat to our 
Dirty Dozen List out of respect for the relationship we’ve built with the Snapchat Team and for the fact that 
Snap Inc. has made some recent improvements. However, we are keeping Snapchat on our Dirty Dozen 
2021 Watchlist until we can confidently say Snap Inc. is doing everything it can to keep all users, 
especially minors, safe.  

Our Dirty Dozen List, which will be revealed February 23, features 12 major mainstream contributors to 
sexual exploitation. The Watchlist is reserved for entities that have made significant changes to problematic 
policies or platform designs, but could still be doing more to increase safety. We continue to monitor 
whether Watchlist entities are actually implementing changes and also encourage additional adjustments 
to practices that continue to put users at risk of sexual exploitation and abuse. We will continue warning 
families about the risks of using Snapchat. 

In particular, we ask that Snapchat institute the following changes: 

1. Create pin-protected parental controls that can’t be changed by a minor  
2. Turn off “See Me in Quick Add” feature as the default for minors 
3. Block the ability to change a birthday once an account is created 
4. Remove and block accounts posting and promoting pornographic content with greater efficiency and 

proactive measures 
5. Add the ability for all users, particularly parents and guardians of minors, to completely hide the 

Stories and/or Discover sections (or at the very least create a method to block certain content across 
the platform, rather than having to “hide” individual stories or publishers) 

6. Update your Parent’s Guide and Community Guidelines to include information about the extensive 
risks on Snapchat, especially predatory or illegal behavior (sextortion, sexting, grooming, etc.) 

7. Adjust Apple App rating from 12+ to 17+ and Google Play from “Teen” to “Mature” to more 
accurately warn potential users – especially parents and guardians of minors – of the extensive risks 
on Snapchat 

 

Create pin-protected parental controls that can’t be changed by a minor  

As of now, all your parental controls are merely “suggestions” that a child can easily turn off. As minors – 
especially your youngest users – are still navigating their digital journey, social media companies need to 
give caretakers every possible tool to protect their children. Parents know their children best, so providing 
them with the resources to protect their kids based on their maturity and social media understanding is a 
positive step in keeping children safer on your platform. 

Yet even the most involved parents struggle to keep up with their children’s online lives. Being able to lock 
parental controls, while not a substitute for caretaker involvement and oversight, significantly helps relieve 
some of the burden on parents.  

Turn off “See Me in Quick Add” (“Show me in Quick Add) features as the default for minors 

It is problematic and potentially dangerous that young minors can be accessed if someone clicks on "Add 
Friends” and their account appears on the list of suggested "Quick Add" friends. A minor’s account can be 
seen and added by non-friends and/or strangers (per Snapchat’s definition of what happens in Quick Add: 
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"You might appear in another Snapchatter's Quick Add if you share mutual friends or another connection.”) 
Friends of friends are not automatically friends of yours, or even friends with the person whose list they 
appear in. A predator need only access one child, be listed in their contacts, and quickly and easily gain 
access to the child’s entire network. (Even the term “friends of friends” is misleading and should be changed 
to “contacts of contacts.”) For teenagers there is also increased status to numbers of “friends,” and they are 
likely to seek out as many “friends” and followers as possible without being judicious about who they’re 
adding. 

As young users are still early on their digital journey and don’t yet understand the risks and potential 
consequences of their actions online, we strongly believe it’s best to err on less exposure to strangers. In 
fact, the Snapchat’s Parent’s Guide even cautions against connecting with strangers: you can help nudge 
users in that direction by toggling off the “Show me in Quick Add” feature as the default for minors. 

By making every possible safety feature the default, you are helping protect minors – especially those who 
come from the most marginalized populations. While we certainly applaud increased parental controls, the 
name itself assumes and requires the presence of engaged caretakers that also have the resources, education, 
language skills, basic tech literacy, and/or time to sufficiently ensure their kids’ online safety. As we know, 
the most marginalized and disadvantaged communities in the US and across the globe often don’t have all or 
any of the resources listed above, thereby leaving vulnerable populations – especially the kids from those 
populations – at potentially greater risk of exploitation when using your platforms without all the safety 
controls in place. Couple that with the widely documented fact that marginalized populations are already at 
much greater risks of being sexually exploited, groomed, and trafficked by predators, and Snapchat could be 
further deepening racial, class, and gender inequities. 

 

Block the ability to change birthday once account is created 

As the cold-start feature and age-gating is integral to Snapchat’s ability to limit the amount of harmful 
content younger users are seeing, Snapchat should remove the ability for someone to change their age once 
entered upon creating an account. The fact that someone can alter their birthday up to five times on Snap 
chat is a design flaw that can render the age-gating useless. If someone wants to change their birthday, they 
should have to go through Snapchat’s customer support (a policy TikTok has instituted). 

 

Remove and block accounts posting and promoting pornographic content with greater efficiency and 
proactive measures 

We’ve noticed that accounts promoting pornography are not showing up with as much frequency as they 
have in the past – thank you for this change. And while Snapchat has a good policy in your Terms of 
Service, noting “You will not post content that contains or links to pornography,”iii this is still not being 
adequately enforced. There are numerous easily-found accounts not only regularly posting nude images and 
videos, but also monetizing these images via third party payment options. Underage users are also able to 
access and view these accounts. We “friended” a few using a 13-year-old account and were inundated with 
photos like the ones below in “Stories” - almost all of which advertised a premium account or a third site. 
Pornography performers and unassociated individuals are habitually sending pornography, but they are not 
being reported.  
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Proof found February 2021 (using 13-year-old account) 

 
 
 

 

   

 

A quick Google search for “pornstars on Snapchat” or “Snapchat nudes” or “best porn on Snapchat” yields 
several pages of lists that name, rate, and describe pornography accounts on Snapchat. Many of them are 
updated daily. 

Some excerpts from these websites (all updated as of February 2021): 
• Even though it's completely against Snapchat's terms of services to promote any adult content on the 

platform, everyone knows Snapchat is the social media app where all the naughty stuff happens. So it 
should be no surprise that quite a lot of webcam models, models and pornstars embrace their 
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service. If you're not on Snapchat yet, go download the app right away because you're really missing 
out... on a lot! 
 

• However, their premium Snapchat account offers a look inside the kinky moments in the life of a 
pornstar. Yup, that means a whole lotta fucking and cock sucking, girl on girl fun, pussy eating, anal 
toying, group sex with friends and many more. What about masturbating together with your favorite 
pornstar live at the same time?  
 
Sounds hot, right? Well, it freakin is... Premium Snapchat is the way to go! 

 
• In need of the usernames of the best pornstar Snapchat accounts? If you’re nodding your head yes 

like everyone that comes to our site, then you’ve come to the right place. These Snapchat porn 
accounts are of real girls. These accounts post daily porn snaps for you to watch. They’re verified 
girls that love to post porn snaps. Now that you’re on our page, open your snap, click the search 
icon and start typing in these usernames to your account. If you see a username disappear after some 
time, come back to this page because we update the list daily. Cheers! 

 
 
As we have shared many times before in previous correspondence and in meetings with Snapchat, it is well 
documented by law enforcement that pimps and sex traffickers often either coerce trafficking or child abuse 
victims into making pornographic accounts to serve as advertising, or the pimp and sex trafficker creates the 
posts themselves in their victim’s name. This is what was found to happen on backpage.com—the notorious 
classifieds ads website that was shut down by the Department of Justice in 2018 for knowingly facilitating 
sex trafficking ads. 

As long as your platform fails to proactively remove accounts posting pornography and failing to remove 
ads for sex acts (whether recorded, live streamed, or in person) it is impossible to distinguish between those 
that are allegedly willingly distributing pornographic content and those whose pages are being managed by a 
sex trafficker or pimp.  

 

Add the ability for all users, but particularly parents and guardians of minors, to completely hide the 
Stories and/or Discover sections (or at the very least create a method to block certain content across 
the platform, rather than having to “hide” individual stories and publishers.) 

We commend Snapchat for recently adding the “cold start” feature as a means to reducing the amount of 
hypersexualized material appearing in Stories. Our researchers and other child online safety experts have 
noticed a significant reduction in the number of hypersexualized stories in the Discover section. However, 
we are still seeing stories promoting movies with “super hot” sex scenes, BDSM-themed lingerie, and the 
promotion of risky sexual behavior (e.g., polyamorous relationships) on our 13-year-old user accounts. 
Furthermore, you can still search for explicit key words to find related content, people, shows, lenses, 
locations, that match the search term.  Searching “sexy” led with a few clicks to a story about BellaThorne 
and OnlyFans, one about Selena Gomez’s video of her in a bathtub, and a BDSM-themed filter. Again, all 
on a newly turned-13-year-old account. 
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Even if you hide tiles or publishers, you can easily “View Hidden Stories” and chose to “unhide” them. 
Again, unless parents and guardians can lock features, a minor can easily view and unhide content that a 
parent may have tried to remove or encouraged their child to remove. Even the most engaged parents can’t 
be over their children’s shoulder all the time – nor should they. And while we understand there has to be a 
level of parental and individual responsibility, the neuroscience of adolescents’ brains is now common 
knowledge: that a teenager’s prefrontal cortex (responsible for decision-making) is not yet developed – and 
therefore they are not yet fully equipped to plan and think about consequences and control impulses. 

 

Update A Parent’s Guide to Snapchat and Community Guidelines to include information about the 
extensive risks on Snapchat, especially predatory or illegal behavior (sextortion, sexting, grooming, 
etc.) 

It is utterly unconscionable that despite the very real and rampant risks on Snapchat, your most recent 
edition of A Parent’s Guide to Snapchat (November 2020) doesn’t warn of the potential dangers on your 
platform. This is even more egregious in light of the exponential increase of sexual exploitation and abuse of 
children during COVID-19 that the FBI, NCMEC, and countless other online safety experts have been 
reporting. Not only does Snapchat have an opportunity to educate minors on dangerous and illegal 
behavior known to occur through Snapchat –Snap has an ethical responsibility to do so. 

The Parent’s Guide must clearly state the threats of sextortion, sexual harassment, grooming, sex trafficking, 
among other illegal and dangerous activities. The repeatedly stated fallacy in the messaging to parents and 
kids that “You’re in control of who you share things with, how you share them, and how long they can be 
viewed on Snapchat.” must be amended in the Parent’s Guide and throughout Snapchat’s messaging.  
Definitions, examples, and reporting methods should be clearly outlined and easy to understand both in the 
Parent’s Guide, Community Guidelines, and also in the Terms of Service. Information about potential legal 
consequences of sexting should also be included. We recommend reviewing TikTok’s extensive Community 
Guidelinesiv for their clarity on prohibited content and conduct.  

We also recommend that you create in-app PSAs, warnings, and reminders for all users, but especially 
minors, and adding information in your Here for You section that “houses localized resources and content 
from professional non-profit organizations that’s shown when people type in words associated with being in 
crisis.” Your topics include depression, anxiety, grieving, bullying, body positivity, LGBTQ mental health: 
but nothing on sexual harassment, sextortion, or sexually predatory behavior. 

As noted above, resources and information need be made to both caretakers and minors themselves. If a 
minor secures a Snapchat account without oversight or guidance from an adult (which we know happens 
often), there are no messages or prompts that walk the user through additional steps they may take to further 
heighten their privacy and safety. All users should be directed to the Community Guidelines upon creating 
an account and should indicate they have reviewed the Guidelines and other key policies. Again, young 
minors in particular are early in their digital journey and may not know additional features even exist or how 
to enact them. 
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NCOSE would be happy to work with your team both on edits to the Parent’s Guide and in creating PSAs to 
adequately and accurately warn families and youth of the many dangers on your platform. You have several 
areas and opportunities in which you can do so. 

 

Adjust Apple App rating from 12+ to 17+ and Google Play from “Teen” to “Mature” to more 
accurately warn potential users – especially parents and guardians of minors – of the extensive risks 
on Snapchat 

A critical avenue of informing caretakers is through the app ratings on Apple App Store and Google Play. 
We know that many parents rely primarily or even solely on an app rating to judge whether it’s appropriate 
for their child. Listing Snapchat as appropriate for 12+ on Apple App Store and “Teen” on Google Play is 
deceptive given the dangers, type of content, and ease of connecting with strangers.  

These problems leave your company not only vulnerable to a detrimental public image crisis, but also allow 
harms your goal for the platform to be a fun and safe environment for users to enjoy and share their 
moments. As the creators and guardians of Snapchat, you are responsible for enforcing your policies to 
protect your users. 

We hope Snap Inc., will rise to this challenge and continues to meet with us to discuss ways by which it can 
become a corporate partner in the fight for a world free from sexual exploitation. You can reach us at 
public@ncose.com, 202.393.7245. 

 

Respectfully,  

                                    

Patrick Trueman    Dawn Hawkins 

President & CEO    Senior Vice President & Executive Director 

 

 

CC:  

Jared Grusd, Chief Strategy Officer 

Bobby Murphy, Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer  

Gina Woodworth, Director of US Public Policy 
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iElder, Jeff “Snapchat’s teenage users are getting sextorted. Former employees say the company is too slow to help.” 
Business Insider, February 6, 2021: https://www.businessinsider.com/sextortion-snapchat-teens-nudes-extortion-online-
bullying-2021-2 
ii Stamm, Dan, “I Don’t Want to Be Here.” Girls’s Message Uncovers Chester Co Sex Trafficking Ring,” NBC 
Philadelphia, July 8, 2020: https://www.nbcphiladelphia.com/news/local/malvern-human-trafficking/2460642/  
iii https://snap.com/en-US/terms 
iv https://www.tiktok.com/community-guidelines?lang=en (as accessed February 17, 2021) 


